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Abstract. Firebrand transport is studied for disc and cylindrical firebrands by modelling their trajectories with a
coupled-physics fire model, HIGRAD/FIRETEC. Through HIGRAD/FIRETEC simulations, the size of possible
firebrands and travelled distances are analysed to assess spot ignition hazard. Trajectories modelled with and without
the assumption that the firebrands’ relative velocities always equal their terminal velocities are. Various models for the
flight and combustion of disc- and cylindrical-shaped firebrands are evaluated. Eight simulations are performed with
surface fuel fires and four simulations are performed with combined surface and canopy fuels. Firebrand trajectories
without terminal velocity are larger than those from models with terminal velocity. Discs travel further than cylinders, as
discs are aerodynamically more favourable. Thin discs burning on their faces and tall cylinders burning around their
circumference have shorter lifetimes than thin discs burning from their circumference or longer cylinders burning from
their ends. Firebrands from canopy fires, with larger size and potential to ignite recipient fuel, travel further than firebrands
from surface fires. In the simulations, which included a line fire ignition in homogeneous fuels on flat terrain, the firebrand
launching patterns are very heterogeneous, and the trajectories and landing patterns are dominated by the coupled fire–
atmosphere behaviour.
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Introduction
Firebrands are burning objects generated by fires, lofted by
updrafts caused by fire-induced buoyancy, and transported
downwind with the potential to ignite new fires. This discontinuous method of fire spread, referred to as spotting, is difficult
to predict and becomes more significant as the intensity and size
of a fire increases. This is largely due to the fact that greater
intensity translates to stronger local vertical velocities that can
loft larger firebrands, and larger fires have larger plumes, so it
takes firebrands longer to escape the rising column of air
because firebrands tend to be retained within the plume for a
longer time (Albini 1979). Thus, firebrand and spotting
behaviour can be critical elements of large-scale wildfires,
conflagrations and wildland–urban intermix (WUI) area fires
such as the 1991 Oakland Hills Conflagration (Pagni 1993). In
this catastrophic fire, spotting was the dominant spread mechanism (Woycheese 2000). Fig. 1 shows a firebrand from this fire
on 20 October 1991 that is presumed to have been produced
from a cedar shingle. When this firebrand was discovered
Journal compilation Ó IAWF 2012

,1 km west of the perimeter of the Oakland Hills Conflagration,
it still displayed glowing combustion.
The behaviour of firebrands can be thought of as a series of
three stages: (1) generation or release; (2) lofting and transport;
and (3) deposition and subsequent ignition of recipient fuels.
The generation of firebrands often involves degradation and
physical breakdown of solid material through combustion and
ignition of the material. The uncertainty in the processes of
dislodging a fragment of combustible material, igniting the
particular fragment and then having the specific location and
arrangement of the fragment correlate with the timing and
location of a gust of wind suggests that a probabilistic approach
to firebrand generation would be more feasible than other
approaches. Similarly, the processes through which recipient
materials are ignited by landing firebrands depends on recipient
material type, geometry, condition, etc. As no current model or
dataset includes spatially explicit data at the length scales of
firebrands (millimetre to metre scales), it would be difficult to
handle this process deterministically even if we could model the
www.publish.csiro.au/journals/ijwf
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exact trajectory and landing location of a firebrand (which is
impossible owing to the flight paths’ dependence on unknown
details of the turbulent wind field and the generation process).
Thus, a probabilistic approach seems appropriate for capturing
the effect of spotting on the ignition of new fires. Because the
details of the generation and subsequent ignition processes are
beyond the scope of this paper, firebrands are initiated from any
location with sufficient vertical velocity to lift them, and the
patterns of landing firebrands are studied. A worst-case scenario
would be if all of the burning firebrands that land started
spot fires.
Firebrand transport has a significant role in the determination
of spot fire hazard because the interaction between the firebrand
and the surrounding winds controls the distance and direction of
the firebrand’s net travel. This interaction determines whether
the firebrand will be entrained as well as its flight trajectory, but

Fig. 1. A firebrand from the Oakland Hills Conflagration: ,50-mm
diameter, ,5-mm thickness and 2.3 g (density of ,250 kg m3). The
firebrand is presumed to have been produced from a cedar shingle (Koo
et al. 2010).
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it is dependent on the size and shape of the firebrand as well as
the nature of the surrounding winds. The lifetime of the
firebrand before burning out limits the maximum distance that
a particular firebrand can cause spotting. In order to characterise
the average properties of firebrand transport (given the enormous number of firebrands that are launched from many fires),
some researchers have used quantities like the maximum distance of firebrand travel. The effective spotting distance could
also be a measure of the distance that firebrands are carried and
deposited with sufficient heat to ignite new fires (requiring
information about recipient material conditions).
A significant proportion of the research on spotting hazard
over the past five decades has focussed on firebrand transport, as
shown in Table 1. A detailed review of the previous firebrand
research is available in Koo et al. (2010) However, that paper
reviewed literature that was published by 2007, and there are
recent studies that should be mentioned. Sardoy et al. (2008)
simulated disc firebrands with different aspect ratios in a
boundary-layer wind field using a one-seventh-law wind profile
and an integral plume model to find the bimodal ground-level
distribution of landed firebrands. Kortas et al. (2009) modelled
cylindrical and disc-shaped firebrands produced from the
firebrand generator, an experimental apparatus designed by
Manzello et al. (2008b), for validation of their model. Though
their study did not simulate the fire scenarios, it is a valuable
investigation because it deals with model validation, which is
extremely difficult for firebrand models. Wang (2011) studied
generation and transport of firebrands with an analytical
approach. The study also used a statistical pattern for downwind
distribution of firebrands. This study analysed effect of firebrands on the Canberra bushfire of 2003. Ellis (2010) performed
an experimental study of the aerodynamic behaviour of jarrah
flakes and karri bark as potential firebrands. In order to study the
nature of the firebrand behaviour, these kinds of statistical
approaches and experimental studies are important as well as
physical modelling studies.
The firebrand simulation experiments in this work have
evolved from several of these firebrand studies. As shown in
Table 1, many of the prior studies used simplified plume and

Table 1. Compendium of selected firebrand models by 2007, excerpt from Koo et al. (2010)
Author

Year

Firebrand model

Plume and wind model

Tarifa et al.

1965–67

Sphere, cylinder with combustion

Lee and Hellman
Muraszew and Fedele
Fernandez-Pello and Tse
(and Anthenien)
Albini

1969–70
1974–77
1982, 1998, 2006

Woycheese and Pagni

1996–2000

Himoto and Tanaka
Porterie et al.

2005
2007

Koo, Pagni and Linn

2007

Spheres with combustion (1970)
Statistical model (1976)
Sphere with combustion (Fernandez-Pello 1982).
Disc, cylinder and sphere (2006)
Cylinder with combustion (Muraszew
and Fedele 1976)
Non-dimensional model with combustion
(Kinoshita et al. 1981)
Disc without combustion
Small world network model (Porterie et al. 2007),
Disc with combustion (Sardoy et al. 2007)
Disc and cylinder with combustion

Given launching height in constant horizontal wind,
inclined convective plume (Nielsen and Tao 1965)
Turbulent swirling natural convective plume (1969)
Fire whirl (1977)
Given launching height (1998), McCaffrey plume
(2006) in constant boundary layer wind
Launching height from flame structure analysis
in constant horizontal wind
Baum and McCaffrey plume model (Baum
and McCaffrey 1989)
Given launching height in turbulent boundary layer
Steady-state crown fire (Porterie et al. 2005)

1979–83

HIGRAD/FIRETEC wildfire model (Linn
and Cunningham 2005; Linn et al. 2005)
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wind-field models (Tarifa et al. 1965a; Muraszew and Fedele
1976; Albini 1979; Woycheese et al. 1999) and divided the
transport process into a lofting and a propagation stage. Other
spotting models used previously have only a lofting stage
(Lee and Hellman 1969) or a propagation stage (Tse and
Fernandez-Pello 1998; Himoto and Tanaka 2005). It is important to examine the ramifications of making such distinctions
between the lofting and propagation stages. Past research has
found that the maximum spot fire distances are obtained
from firebrands whose flight time is equal to their lifetime,
i.e. firebrands that land at burnout (Tarifa et al. 1965a;
Muraszew and Fedele 1976; Albini 1979; Woycheese et al.
1999). By integrating a spotting model, an atmospheric
dynamics model and firebrand combustion, it is possible to
further investigate this finding.
Previous firebrand models that used simplified wind fields
for firebrand transport have assumed that the relative velocity of
firebrands with respect to local winds is always equal to their
terminal velocity (Tarifa et al. 1965a). This assumption implies
that the drag forces and body forces (gravity) are perfectly
balanced at all times and the relative velocity can therefore be
calculated based on the geometry of the firebrand. This is
reasonable in the context of simplified wind fields, and is
supported by wind-tunnel tests where strong transients or spatial
heterogeneities do not exist in the wind fields (Tarifa et al.
1965a). However, if the time scale of changes in the winds
surrounding the firebrands is shorter than the response time of
the firebrand to adjust its velocity to the terminal velocity, which
was observed as 2 to 3 s in Tarifa’s wind-tunnel experiments
(Tarifa et al. 1965a), this assumption may induce errors. In
general, as area per weight and therefore drag per weight
increases as firebrand size gets smaller, the terminal velocity
approximation is likely to be more appropriate for smaller
firebrands and less appropriate for larger ones because the ratio
of surface area to mass increases as firebrand size diminishes,
which leads to a shorter response time for firebrand velocity. It is
important to examine the implications of using this terminal
velocity approximation for firebrand transport, especially in the
vicinity of highly turbulent fire-influenced plumes.
It was determined that for spherical firebrands capable of
carrying enough heat to be effective firebrands, the surface area
per unit weight or drag per unit weight was too small
(Woycheese 2000). The spherical model of firebrands has the
highest volume/surface ratio, so it is actually the most difficult
shape of a given mass to loft. Thus, discussions of spherical
firebrand models are not included in this paper. Thin discs and
long cylinders both have larger drag per weight ratios. In
addition, thin discs and long slender cylinders are fairly representative of natural firebrands larger than a millimetre. Discs
can represent firebrands generated from wooden materials in
structures, such as wood shingles, as shown in Fig. 1. Firebrands
generated from trees (Manzello et al. 2008a) and vegetation
can be modelled as cylinders.
Burning firebrands lose mass owing to combustion during
their flight. The resulting changes in the geometry alter their
aerodynamic characteristics, which then affects their trajectories and travel distance. In addition, many of the firebrands
that are launched burn out during the flight. Therefore, the
evolution in shape and combustion of firebrands plays an
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important role in determining the spotting distance. Theoretically, the maximum loftable initial size of a firebrand is limited
by the strength of the updrafts in the original fire. Thus, fuel
conditions at the location of firebrand generation affect firebrand transport by limiting the size of firebrands to be launched.
Though many previous studies have separated lofting by
buoyant plume and propagating with prevailing winds or used
buoyant plume models superimposed on simplified ambient
wind fields, the interaction of the prevailing wind and the fireinduced buoyant plume is in fact a complex phenomenon. For
this study, wind fields generated by HIGRAD/FIRETEC,
a coupled-physics wildfire model developed at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL), provide detailed wind-field
data including turbulence (Linn 1997). In the present paper,
several firebrand models (thin discs and long cylinders) are
developed and their transport trajectories are studied in the
context of these coupled fire–atmosphere wind fields. These
firebrand models consist of formulations for drag and lift
forces on the firebrands as a function of geometry, relative
wind velocity and combustion. Firebrand transport is studied
with and without terminal velocity assumptions, in the context
of fires in surface fuel beds and in surface and canopy fuel
complexes.
Model description
Though firebrands can have a wide variety of complex shapes in
reality, the current modelling approach focusses on firebrands
that can be loosely represented by two simple firebrand shapes
with defined orientations, a disc and a cylinder. This subset of
possible shapes is used for model and computational tractability,
with the assumption that these shapes are fairly representative of
a large fraction of firebrands from vegetation and firebrands
originating from structures. In this section, models are developed for the evolution and flight characteristics of thin disc and
long cylindrical firebrands. These models include elements
describing the combustion and resulting evolution of firebrand
shape as well as elements modelling the balance between
gravity, lift and drag forces on a firebrand. In order to assess the
effect of the terminal velocity assumption, dynamics models
based on force balance with and without this assumption are
developed and tested. The formulations and their implications
are described in this section.
Force balance with terminal velocity assumption
Discs and cylinders have the same basic geometry with different
height-to-radius ratios. Thus, their volume can be expressed in
the same way, V ¼ pr2h where h is the thickness or length and r is
the radius. Their cross-section area, which is related to their
primary orientation to the wind, could be either pr2 or 2rh. Their
orientation with respect to the relative wind must be considered
differently based on the difference in their free-falling stability.
Tarifa et al. (1965a) found in free-falling tests that disc and
cylindrical firebrands’ velocities remain reasonably stable at
specific orientations during flight. When the height-to-radius
ratio is less than ,0.5 (disc), then the cross-section area should
be pr2 and when the height-to-radius ratio is greater than ,5
(cylinder), then the cross-section area should be 2rh, as shown in
Fig. 2. The firebrands are assumed to be always stable in the
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Fig. 2. (a) A schematic of forces on a firebrand moving at terminal velocity with respect to the wind: a firebrand
model with orientation, e.g. (b) a disc or (c) a cylinder. The angle of attack is defined from different reference
lines as shown.

position of maximum drag. This is done in order to determine
maximum spot fire distance.
Fig. 2a shows a schematic of forces on a disc or cylindrical
firebrand in a wind reference frame. z is the vertical direction
and x0 is the horizontal direction aligned with the local wind
velocities. In other words, the firebrand is at an instant where it is
immersed in a flow that can locally be described in an x0 –z plane,
but the x0 direction is specific to that point in time and space. In
this context, the three-dimensional forces acting on the firebrand
also lie within the two-dimensional x0 –z plane.
This two-dimensional representation assumes that the longer
axis of the firebrand, which defines the orientation of the
firebrand, is always perpendicular to the x0 –z plane that contains
the instantaneous relative wind velocity vector; thus, it ignores
tumbling or wobbling. W is the wind velocity relative to the
firebrand, which is generally different from the flow velocity
relative to the ground (U) or the firebrand velocity relative to the
ground (V). The wind velocity relative to the firebrand, subsequently called relative velocity, is equal to the difference between
the local wind velocity and the actual velocity of the firebrand,
W ¼ U  V. The angle of attack (a) is the angle between W and
the firebrand orientation (shown as a dotted line in Fig. 2).
The firebrand is acted on by its own weight, which is the
gravity force (Fg) and the pressure force induced by the flow
around the firebrand. The pressure force can be decomposed into
two component forces: the drag force (FD) which is aligned with
the relative wind and the lift force (FL) which is normal to the
relative wind. Thus, there are three forces acting on a firebrand
in flight: gravity force, drag force and lift force. These forces are
determined as follows:
Drag force:
1
FD;x0 ¼ Ac ra CD jW jWx0
2
1
FD;z ¼ Ac ra CD jW jWz
2

ð1aÞ
ð1bÞ

Gravity force:
Fg;x0 ¼ 0
Fg;z ¼ mg ¼ rs Vs g

ð3aÞ
ð3bÞ

where Ac is the cross-section firebrand area (or projected area),
r is the density, CD is the drag coefficient, CL is the lift
coefficient, Vs is the volume of the firebrand, m is the mass of
the firebrand, g is the acceleration due to gravity and the
subscripts a and s indicate air and solid. Fig. 2b and 2c shows
a disc firebrand and a cylinder firebrand with different definitions of the angle of attack. For the disc, a is the angle between
the plane and W and the cross-section area is pr2. For the
cylinder, a is the angle between its axis and W, and the crosssection area is 2rh. Drag and lift coefficients are assumed to be
the two components of the normal pressure coefficient (CN)
(Hoerner 1958):
CD ¼ CN sin a

ð4aÞ

CL ¼ CN cos a

ð4bÞ

These velocity vector and force conventions were first used
for firebrand transport research by Tarifa et al. (1965a, 1965b,
1967), and formed the basis of most firebrand research that
followed these early works. Tarifa also established the important
assumption that firebrands in flight travel at their terminal
velocities with respect to the wind. When a free-falling object
is at its terminal velocity in a static homogeneous wind field, its
acceleration is zero because the sum of the external forces
(pressure and body) acting on the object is assumed to be zero, or:
X
d
ðmV Þ ¼
Fi ¼ 0
dt
i

ð5Þ

For the sum of forces defined by Eqns 1, 2, 3 and 4, the
terminal velocity approximation yields:

Lift force:
1
FL;x0 ¼  Ac ra CD jW jWz
2
1
FL;z ¼ Ac ra CD jW jWx0
2

ð2aÞ

1
Ac ra jW jCN ðWx0 sin a  Wz cos aÞ ¼ 0
2

ð6aÞ

ð2bÞ

1
Ac ra jW jCN ðWz sin a þ Wx0 cos aÞ  mg ¼ 0
2

ð6bÞ
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Eqn 6 is the governing equation of firebrand dynamics for all
shapes under the terminal velocity assumption. For spheres,
which have no preferential direction, a ¼ 908.
The relative wind velocity W can be solved from the force
balance Eqn 5. For discs, the components of the relative wind
velocity, Wx0 and Wz are:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r hg
Wx0 ¼ cos a 2 s
ð7aÞ
ra CN
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r hg
Wz ¼ sin a 2 s
ra CN

ð7bÞ

(a) CN
2

1

0
0

30

(b)

λ

and for cylinders:

l

ð8bÞ

CD
or

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r rg
Wz ¼ sin a p s
ra CN

1.2

CD and CL on area d·(b or l)

1.0

As drag forces depend strongly on shape, CN is found for each
case using pre-existing data. Various researchers have performed experiments for determining CN for simple body shapes
like discs and cylinders, and Fig. 3 shows Hoerner’s (1958) work
summarising such efforts. Fig. 3a shows that for discs, CN is
constant at 1.17 if the angle of attack is between 35 and 908. In
Fig. 3b, CL and CD for cylinders are shown. Note that CL and CD
are functions of the angle of attack and CN in Eqn 4 whereas CL
and CD in Fig. 3b follow the cross-flow principle defined by
CN ¼ C908 sin2 a, where C908 is the pressure coefficient when
a ¼ 908. The friction drag coefficient of the cylinder, 0.02 in
Fig. 3b, is ignored here. When the height-to-radius ratio is ,10,
C908 E 0.7 (White 1999). As the height-to-radius ratio goes to
infinity, C908 E 1.1, as shown in Fig. 3b (Hoerner 1958).
With the equations listed above, W can be calculated. For a
given local value of U, which is obtained at each position from
HIGRAD/FIRETEC, the firebrand velocity (V) can be calculated
by subtracting relative wind velocity (W). The position of a
firebrand can be traced by obtaining the distance travelled
during Dt using the equations:
0

tþDt
Z

Dx ¼

ðUx0  Wx0 Þdt

ð9aÞ

ðUz  Wz Þdt

ð9bÞ

t
tþDt
Z

Dz ¼
t

Again, with the terminal velocity assumption, there is an
assumed balance between the instantaneous and local pressure
forces and body forces. For numerical implementation purposes,
this is expanded to say that this balance remains constant over
the duration of a time step Dt. After each time step, a new
firebrand position and evolved wind field provide a new U and
thus a new W is calculated.

CN

b

ð8aÞ

CL

α

V

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r rg
Wx0 ¼ cos a p s
ra CN

90 α

60

d
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Fig. 3. (a) Normal pressure coefficient (CN) for discs and (b) drag and lift
coefficients (CD and CL) for infinite cylinders such as wires and cables,
shown as functions of the angle of attack (a). From fig. 29a (pp. 3–16) and
fig. 18 (pp. 3–11) in Hoerner (1958), reproduced with permission.

Forces and acceleration without the terminal
velocity assumption
The model described above was based on the terminal velocity
assumption established by Tarifa from his observations of firebrand-burning tests in a wind tunnel (Tarifa et al. 1965a). Tarifa
observed that it took only 2 to 3 s for a firebrand to adjust its
velocity to its terminal velocity in the wind tunnel. He considered 2–3 s of start-up time as a short enough time to be ignored.
This time decreases as the size or density of the firebrand
decreases. Thus, Tarifa assumed that a flying firebrand adjusts to
its terminal velocity immediately. The terminal velocity postulate has been assumed to be true in many other studies (Lee and
Hellman 1969, 1970; Muraszew 1974; Muraszew et al. 1975;
Muraszew and Fedele 1976, 1977; Albini 1979, 1981, 1982,
1983a, 1983b; Woycheese 1996, 2000; Woycheese et al. 1998,
1999; Himoto and Tanaka 2005). However, this assumption
implies that the time scale of the local wind change is larger than
the start up time (2 to 3 s for the tested firebrands). There are two
basic ways that the local winds change around a firebrand: (1) the
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assumed to have no side-lift force and wobbling and tumbling
are still being ignored. The implicit assumption that occurs with
this treatment is that the orientation of the firebrand reacts in
shorter time scales than the changes in wind direction.
Without the terminal velocity approximation, the angle
between the relative wind velocity and the static reference
horizontal x-axis (b) is defined in Eqn 11. Note the four
expressions in Eqn 11 have the same value, zero, under the
terminal velocity assumption. The expressions in terms of U and
V are included in order to remind the reader that without the
terminal velocity approximation, the orientation of (W), the
relative velocity of the wind with respect to the firebrand, is
usually not the same as the direction of the local wind velocity
(U) or the firebrand velocity (V).
 
 
 
Wy
Uy
Vy
6¼ tan1
6¼ tan1
ð11Þ
b  tan1
Wx
Ux
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Fig. 4. Firebrand schematic in 3-D. (a) Top view on x–y plane and (b) side
view on x0 –z plane. x0 and y0 are the principal directions of relative wind;
x and y are normal static reference coordinate axes on the horizontal plane,
which are used in simulations, and z is in the vertical direction.

winds evolve in a transient manner; or (2) the firebrand moves
from a location with one wind condition to another with a different wind condition. The time scale of the local wind change
therefore depends on the spatial heterogeneity of the wind field
and the velocity of the firebrand or the rate at which the velocity
field evolves. In the presence of a turbulent plume emanating
from a fire, the time scales of wind change could be much shorter
than 2 s, especially near the edge of the plume. If the wind speed
keeps changing, then the relative velocity of the firebrand will be
adjusted towards its terminal velocity to reach its equilibrium.
However, the wind could change again before the firebrand
reaches terminal velocity, so the adjustment process (acceleration or deceleration) would be continuous.
Without the terminal velocity assumption, the terms in the
momentum equations, Eqn 5, become non-zero as seen in
Eqn 10, where the i index indicates the three normal coordinates
x, y and z, with x and y defining the horizontal plane and z the
vertical. Without the terminal velocity assumption, the time
dependence of the mass and velocity of the firebrand is essential
for the estimation of the firebrand velocity (V):
X
d
ðmV Þ ¼
Fi 6¼ 0
dt
i
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ð10Þ

Discarding the terminal velocity assumption means that the
relative wind vector and the firebrand velocity vector are no
longer co-planar on the x0 –z plane. This is because the firebrand
may have a velocity component perpendicular to this plane, as
the direction of relative wind velocity could be changed from an
earlier moment. Thus the firebrand could be said to have a
decaying memory of previous wind fields it has experienced.
Over an extended time of exposure to a wind field with only
x0 –z components, any perpendicular velocities will diminish and
the firebrand will approach terminal velocity. As shown in
Fig. 4a, the firebrand’s orientation is assumed to be normal to
the relative wind on the horizontal plane because a firebrand is

In the horizontal plane, the principal directions of the relative
wind, x0 and y0 , are defined by the angle of b, as seen in Fig. 4.
The relative wind velocities in the principal directions are:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð12aÞ
Wx0 ¼ Ux0  Vx0 ¼ Wx2  Wy2
Wy0 ¼ Uy0  Vy0 ¼ 0

ð12bÞ

Note that:
cos b ¼

Wx
Wx
¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Wx0
W2  W2

ð13aÞ

Wy
Wy
¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Wx0
W2  W2

ð13bÞ

x

sin b ¼

x

y

y

The forces acting on a firebrand in Eqns 1, 2, 3 and 4 are
actually in the vertical direction z and the principal direction x0 ,
as shown in Fig. 4b. The angle of attack between the relative
wind vector and the plane containing the disc or the axis of the
cylinder is defined by a. Thus, the momentum equation found in
Eqn 10 can be written in the three axes (x, y and z) as follows:
dðmVxÞ X
¼
Fx
dt
dVx
dm
¼ FD;x þ FL;x
þ Vx
m
dt
dt
¼ ðFD;x0 þ FL;x0 Þ cos b
1
¼ Ac ra jW jCN ðWx0 sin a  Wz cos aÞ cos b
2
1
¼ Ac ra jW jCN ðWx sin a  Wz cos a cos bÞ
2
1
¼ Ac ra jW jCN Wx
20
1
Wz
B
C
@sin a  qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ cos aA
2
2
Wx þ Wy
ð14Þ
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dðmVy Þ X
¼
Fy
dt
dVy
dm
m
¼ FD;y þ FL;y
þ Vy
dt
dt
¼ ðFD;x0 þ FL;x0 Þ sin b
1
¼ Ac ra jW jCN ðWx0 sin a  Wz cos aÞ sin b
2
1
¼ Ac ra jW jCN ðWy sin a  Wz cos a sin bÞ
2
1
¼ Ac ra jW jCN Wy
20
1
Wz
B
C
@sin a  qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ cos aA
2
2
Wx þ Wy
ð15Þ
dðmVz Þ X
¼
Fz
dt
dVz
dm
¼ FD;z þ FL;z þ Fg;z
þ Vz
m
dt
dt
1
¼ Ac ra jW jCN ðWz sin a  Wx0 cos aÞ  mg
2
1
¼ Ac ra jW jCN
2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðWz sin a 

Wx2 þ Wy2  cos aÞ  mg

ð16Þ
With the terminal velocity assumption, the firebrand orientation is normal to the firebrand velocity and the absolute wind
velocity because the directions of the absolute wind vector (U),
the firebrand velocity vector (V) and the relative wind vector
(W) are in the same plane. However, without the terminal
velocity assumption, these vectors have different directions
even with no side-lift force assumption.
As dm/dt can be obtained from combustion models and dV/dt
can be discretised in time as (V  V o)/Dt, if the angle of attack
and firebrand velocity of the previous time step (V o) are known,
then Eqns 14, 15 and 16 are three independent equations with
three unknowns. The unknowns are the three components of the
firebrand velocity vector. Therefore, the firebrand velocity can
be calculated without the terminal velocity assumption.
Combustion and mass loss models
The combustion process changes firebrands’ shapes and densities, which are parameters that affect firebrand dynamics. Tarifa
measured combustion effects on firebrand dynamics in windtunnel experiments, and then used these data in the trajectory
calculations (Tarifa et al. 1965a, 1967). Muraszew did similar
experiments but focussed on density changes rather than shape
changes (Muraszew and Fedele 1976). The current study makes
the simplifying assumption that lofted firebrands are already
dried out and charred, and so do not change in density while in
flight. The density of charred wood, 300 kg m3, is assumed
throughout the firebrand trajectory discussions that follow. This
is close to the density of the actual firebrand shown in Fig. 1.

For the current study, the wood is also assumed to be a
homogeneous solid, and the mass loss is assumed to be uniform
on any burning surface, so that it decreases the height or radius
of the disc or cylinder. This is not how firebrands actually burn,
because woody material is heterogeneous and is not isotropic. In
addition, wood is pyrolysed by heat supplied by heterogeneous
(glowing) combustion of the wood on the outer surface of the
firebrand or by the diffusion flame enveloping the firebrand
(Albini 1979). The pyrolysis of a solid is a surface or volumetric
chemical process (Tse and Fernandez-Pello 1998), but these
pyrolysed volatiles tend to flow along the grain, so the regression tends to happen along the grain orientation. Thus, real
firebrands tend to lose mass in the direction of the grain more
easily than in the direction perpendicular to grains, as in typical
solid-wood burning processes (Drysdale 1999). However, as
Tse and Fernandez-Pello (1998) noted, combustion modelling is
difficult without the assumption of uniform regression.
In order to investigate the effect of combustion and resulting
mass loss on firebrand transport, firebrands are assumed to be in
flaming combustion, which has a greater regression rate than
glowing combustion. Even though firebrands in wildfires are
more likely in glowing combustion, it has been found that the
firebrands in flaming combustion are more effective in igniting
recipient fuel beds (Manzello et al. 2006a, 2006b). In fact,
firebrands may experience transition between flaming to glowing or glowing to flaming combustion, depending on environmental conditions such as oxygen supply and ambient
temperature. The modelling of glowing combustion and transition should be studied for more accurate simulation; however,
various types of firebrands undergoing flaming combustion are
modelled for this study as a first approximation. This is because
computational efficiency limits the simulations used in this
study to a domain length scale that is less than 1 km, and a
simulated duration of less than 200 s, which is too small to see
the effect of glowing combustion on firebrand transport, owing
to its lower regression rate. It has been found from preliminary
study that the transport of glowing-combustion firebrands is not
significantly different from the transport of inert particles of the
same initial size. However, simulations of firebrands with
glowing combustion should be performed in the future, when
larger-domain simulations for longer duration are available with
reasonable efficiency.
For the combustion and mass loss model in this study,
diffusion flame analyses are used to determine the regression
rates. Boundary layer diffusion flame analyses are used for
cylindrical and disc firebrands, whereas the droplet-burning law
was used in previous work for spherical firebrands (FernandezPello 1982; Woycheese et al. 1999; Turns 2000; Woycheese
2000). The development of the boundary layer diffusion flame
analysis relies on Pagni’s classic diffusion flame analyses
(Pagni 1981) to obtain mass fluxes at the fuel surface, which
are equivalent to the mass loss rates from the firebrand. They are
found as functions of the Reynolds number (Re) based on the
relative wind speed (W) and the firebrand’s size; Spalding’s
mass transfer number (B) (Spalding 1953); and the mass
consumption number (g). B and g are defined as in Pagni (1981):
B

QYo;1 =no Mo  hw
;
L

g

Yo;1 nf Mf
Yf ;w no Mo

ð17Þ
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where Y denotes the mass fraction, n denotes the stoichiometric
coefficient, M denotes the molecular weight, Q is the energy
released by the combustion of nf moles of gas phase fuel, hw is
the specific enthalpy at the fuel surface and L is the effective
latent heat of pyrolysis. For subscripts, o is oxygen, f is fuel,
w is the value at the fuel surface (or wall) and 1 is a value far
from the fuel surface. Using the stoichiometric ratio (s), which
is (nf Mf)/(nO MO), and rearranging variables, the mass consumption number can be denoted as:
g¼

sYo;1
;
Yf ;w

where Yf ;w ¼

BYf ;t  sYo;1
1þB

(b)

W

W
(c)

(d )

ð18Þ

Here, Yf,t is the fuel mass fraction of the transferred material
and is approximated as 1. This quantity accounts for any inert
substances in the pyrolysates. This assumes that the Lewis
number (Le) is equal to 1, which means that the mass diffusivity
equals the heat diffusivity. The mass fraction of fuel at the wall
(Yf,w) was obtained from mass and energy balances at the fuel
surface:
Yf ;w þ sYo;1
QYo;1 =no Mo  hw
¼B¼
L
Yf ;t  Yf ;w

(a)
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ð19Þ

As Yo,1, Yf,t, s and B are all approximately constant and
known for a given fuel, Yf,w and g can be calculated as
approximately constant for a given fuel material. For this study,
B and g are assumed to be 1.2 and 0.50 for wood firebrands
(Woycheese 2000).
Disc and cylindrical firebrands – two limiting cases
for combustion mass loss
The mass loss of disc and cylindrical firebrands in reality occurs
through regression in both the radial and axial directions. To
study the effect of the assumption of uniform regression in either
of these directions, two limiting cases are studied: regression
only in the axial direction and regression only in the radial
direction.
As the gravitational, drag and lift forces of a disc firebrand all
linearly depend on radius, the radius term cancels out of the
force balance shown in Eqn 7. The relative velocity of a disc
firebrand is therefore not a function of its radius. And similarly,
the thickness term cancels out of the force balance on a
cylindrical firebrand, so its relative velocity does not depend
on length, as shown in Eqn 8. If CN is assumed not to be strongly
affected by the change in the h to r ratio for these cases, drag and
lift forces will remain at their initial, maximum level throughout
the firebrand’s flight. The radial regression of disc firebrands
and axial regression of cylinder firebrands, then, are one
extreme where regression has minimal effects on dynamics.
The trajectories of these kinds of firebrands are similar to nonburning firebrands studied by Himoto and Tanaka (2005).
However, combustion-driven regression has a maximum effect
on dynamics for the other extremes of axial regression of disc
firebrands or radial regression of cylindrical firebrands, because
all regression occurs in the direction that affects lift and drag
forces. Although the latter case appears to be more common, real
firebrands may be expected to behave somewhere between these
two extremes.

W

W

Fig. 5. Four combustion models for discs and cylinders: (a) a disc with
axial regression (DISC_dh/dt); (b) a disc with radial regression (DISC_
dr/dt); (c) a cylinder with axial regression (CYL_dh/dt); and (d ) a cylinder
with radial regression (CYL_dr/dt). Red solid lines indicate the flame sheet
in the boundary layer, and the red dotted line indicates possible flames that
are ignored in the model. The black arrows indicate the regression direction,
the black dotted lines indicate the shape of the firebrand after uniform
regression, and the orange and yellow surfaces are the burning regions. For
each of these cases, a ¼ 908.

The four combustion models adapted to this study are
illustrated in Fig. 5. In the images in Fig. 5, the angles of attack
are set to 908, the position of maximum drag. Boundary-layer
diffusion flames are formed around the burning surface in each
case. A combusting stagnation-point boundary layer of uniform
thickness is formed in the case of disc firebrands with axial
regression, shown in Fig. 5a. Combusting boundary layers
similar to the boundary layer for parallel flow over a flat plate
(Emmons 1956) are formed in the other three cases, shown in
Fig. 5b, c and d. As a first approximation, the combustion
process is averaged over the burning surface so that the radius
or thickness is uniformly regressed, and the firebrands retain
their shape. Below, the various mass-loss or mass-regression
models are described for the axial and radial regression of discs
and cylinders.
Opposed flow diffusion flame – disc with axial
regression (DISC_dh/dt)
A disc firebrand with axial regression (DISC_dh/dt) is shown
in Fig. 5a. This pattern of mass loss is treated in this text as a
limiting case where regression due to combustion has a maximum effect on firebrand dynamics for this shape. Woycheese
(2000) modelled the stagnation burning on the windward side of
the disc by applying the results of opposed flow diffusion flames
analysis (Kinoshita et al. 1981) along with dimensional analysis
to burning firebrands studied in his wind-tunnel experiments.
From a mass flux balance between fuel and oxidiser (air), the
mass flux of wood (Kinoshita et al. 1981) was found to be:
m_ 00 ¼ rs



dh
vjW j 1=2
f ð0Þ ¼ 2ra Rer1=2 jW j f ð0Þ
¼ 2ra
dt
r
ð20Þ
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In this equation, r is the radial coordinate on the disc surface,
W is the relative wind velocity, n is the kinematic viscosity of
air, h is the firebrand thickness and f (0) is a dimensionless
stream function on the surface, which was found through curvefitting to be:

constant disc thickness, h is in the axial direction and dA ¼
2prdh. Using Eqn 23, the average regression is then:

Zho
dr
1
¼
dt disc 2rs prho

!


1
vjW j 1=2
r
f ð0Þ  2prdh
2 a
h

0

f ð0Þ ¼ 0:353g0:02 B0:6110:651lnðBÞ

ð21Þ

In Eqn 21, g is the mass consumption number and B is
Spalding’s mass transfer number. When B and g are specified to
be 1.2 and 0.50, f (0) is approximately 0.4. To convert this
uneven regression rate to a uniform rate across the burning
surface with homogeneous mass loss, assuming constant
density, the regression rate is averaged as:
!



Zro
dh
1
vjW j 1=2
¼
2ra
f ð0Þ  2prdr
dt disc rs pro2
r
0

8r
¼ a Re1=2
jW j f ð0Þ
3 rs ro

ð22Þ

where ro is the current maximum radius of the disc firebrand and
f (0) is given by Eqn 21.
Forced boundary layer diffusion flame – disc
with radial regression and cylinders
Whereas a stagnation boundary layer is formed on a falling
disc firebrand with axial regression, the other cases shown in
Fig. 5b, c and d for discs with radial regression (DISC_dr/dt) and
both cases for cylinders (CYL_dh/dt and CYL_dr/dt) develop
forced flow boundary layers similar to those formed in film
combustion of liquid fuel as Emmons (1956) analysed. Pagni
(1981) further developed the film combustion model and solved
for the mass flux per unit area as:
m_ 00 ¼ rs

dx 1
¼ r Re1=2 jW j f ð0Þ
dt 2 a x

ð23Þ

where x is the coordinate in the wind direction, W is the relative
wind speed and f (0) is a dimensionless stream function. The
dimensionless stream function for this case is evaluated at
the firebrand surface under the assumption that the Prantl
number (Pr) is ¼ 0.73, which is true of air (Pagni 1981), through
curve-fitting:
f ð0Þ ¼ 0:47B0:5780:097lnB

ð24Þ

Because B is taken to be 1.2, f (0) is calculated to be 0.52.
These three cases will have different flame shapes on their
combusting surfaces, but their boundary layers are all approximated to be the same as the film combustion case. The mass flux
defined by Eqn 23 is applied to all three of the cases. The mass
flux is then averaged over the entire combusting surface to
derive a uniform regression rate, as was done in Eqn 22.
For the radial regression of the disc firebrand shown in
Fig. 5b, which can be described as edge burning, the total
combusting area is 2prho, where ho is the approximately

r
1=2
¼ a Reho jW j f ð0Þ
rs

ð25Þ

The regression rates for the cylinder cases are derived
similarly. For axial regression, as shown in Fig. 5c, both ends
of the cylinder are assumed to be burning. Each end has a
combusting area of pr2o, where ro is the cylinder radius, r0 is
parallel to the end surfaces and dA ¼ 2(r2o – r2)1/2dr. Thus, based
on Eqn 23, the average axial regression rate assuming both ends
are burning is given by:
!



Zro
dh
2
1
vjW j 1=2
¼
f ð0Þ
r
dt disc rs pro2
2 a
r
ro
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r
jW j f ð0Þ
 2 ro2  r2 dr ¼ 1:11 a Rer1=2
o
rs

ð26Þ

For radial regression of a cylinder, as illustrated in Fig. 5d,
the total combusting area is half of the surface area (ignoring end
areas), prho, because only the windward side of the cylinder is
assumed to be burning. c runs along the curved surface of the
cylinder at a distance r from the centre axis and dA ¼ hodc.
Although only half of the face is burning, the cylindrical shape
is assumed to be preserved, so it is as though the cylinder is
rotating about its axis, such that uniform regression occurs
over the entire surface. Thus, using Eqn 23, the average radial
regression rate is:
!



Z2
dr
2
1
vjW j 1=2
r
¼
f ð0Þ  ho dc
dt cyl rs prho
2 a
c
0
rﬃﬃﬃ
1 ra 1=2
Re
jW j f ð0Þ
¼
p rs r
pr

ð27Þ

Note that the length scale for the Reynolds number in this case is
the radius, so the regression rate approaches infinity as r
approaches zero. This singularity is avoided by setting a minimum r value below, which the firebrand is assumed to be burned
out or to have no effect. In the simulations, this burned-out
criterion is set as small as 0.02 mm because even very small
firebrands can ignite spot fires in an extreme combination of
conditions, such as very fine recipient fuels in high atmospheric
temperatures with low relative humidity.
Each of the regression rates derived above, Eqn 22 and
Eqns 25, 26 and 27 can be non-dimensionalised by dividing by
(ra/rs)Re1/2|W|. This non-dimensional quantity, defined by
Eqn 28, is a function of f(0) alone, which is in turn only a function
of B or, for the disc with axial regression, a function of B and g.
,
½dr or dh
ra jW j
ð28Þ
dt
rs Re1=2
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Fig. 6. Dimensionless regression rates for the four combustion models
shown as functions of the mass transfer number (B). Only the axial
regression rate of the disc firebrand is a weak function of mass consumption
number (g) whereas others
 are independent of g. Dimensionless regression
rs
1
1=2
rates are defined as dh
for disc and cylinder with axial
dt
ra Rero jW j
 
1=2
1
dr rs
regression, dt r Reho jW j
for disc with radial regression and
 
a
1
1=2
dr rs
for cylinder with radial regression.
dt r Rer jW j
a

Fig. 6 shows the dimensionless regression rates for the four
combustion models, as a function of B. In this study, B is
assumed to be 1.2 for wood.
Simulations
Firebrand transport in wildfires was studied by incorporating the
models described above into the HIGRAD/FIRETEC wildfire
model. HIGRAD/FIRETEC is a multiphase transport model
based on ensemble-averaged conservation equations for mass,
momentum, energy and chemical species. HIGRAD/FIRETEC
couples models for the macroscale effects of processes such as
combustion, radiation, convective heat exchange and aerodynamic drag in order to achieve a self-determining coupled
atmosphere–fire model. The hydrodynamic aspects of
HIGRAD/FIRETEC utilise the method of averages (MOA)
approach (Reisner et al. 1998, 2000). The physical and chemical
formulations of the FIRETEC model are described in detail by
Linn (1997) and including recent modifications (Linn et al.
2002, 2005; Linn and Cunningham 2005). All of the HIGRAD/
FIRETEC simulations used for the present study have a uniform
horizontal grid spacing of 2 m. The vertical grid spacing is
stretched with height, with a spacing near the ground of ,1.5 m
increasing to ,30 m at the top of the domain at z ¼ 615 m. Thus,
320  160  41 cells are used for the 640  320  615-m
domain. In HIGRAD/FIRETEC, fuels are modelled as porous
media. In the simulations for this work, surface fuels were
specified with properties similar to tall grass or short chaparral,
with a 0.7-m height and surface fuel loading of 0.7 kg m2. The
bulk density within the fuel bed, which is defined as fuel particle
mass divided by total fuel cell volume, is 1.0 kg m3. Though
HIGRAD/FIRETEC is capable of modelling heterogeneous
fuel beds (Linn et al. 2005), which would be more realistic,
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homogeneous fuel beds are used to eliminate effects of fuel
heterogeneity on firebrand launching and transport. In the
simulations with canopies, the bulk density within the canopy
fuel layer between 3.05 and 19.3 m from the ground is
0.25 kg m3. Simulated fires are initiated as line fires that are
100 m long and 2 m wide. After ignition, the simulated fires
spread for 170 s. For the canopy fuel cases, it is assumed that the
transition to crown fire has been completed at the start of the
simulations to separate the effects of transition on firebrand
transport.
As this study is focussed on the transport of firebrands,
ignition by firebrands is not considered. Conservative assumptions are used for firebrand generation, and firebrands are
assumed to be produced from loose or degrading fuels during
combustion. Thus, the fuel bulk density and the temperature are
considered as the criteria for firebrand generation: the FIRETEC
computational cells with bulk density higher than 0.01 kg m3
and solid temperature higher than 600 K are considered to be
cells that can produce firebrands. Launching positions within the
firebrand-producing cell are randomly chosen. As little information is known about how to properly model firebrand generation rates, firebrands are created with arbitrary rates. Ten
firebrands per computational cell (2  2  1.5 m near the
ground) are produced every second for surface fire simulations.
Five firebrands per cell per second are generated for crown fires
simulations to avoid generating too many firebrands, because
crown fires have deeper fuels to generate firebrands. These
firebrand generation rates were selected to overcome randomness of firebrand initial positions considering computational
efficiency and tested through repeated simulations. Up to
,200 000 firebrands are simulated in each simulation
presented here.
The size of the firebrands launched from each cell is taken to
be the largest loftable size for that location at that point in time.
This approach is based on a large number of simulations in
which a range of firebrand sizes were launched. The results
showed that the longest trajectories were produced by the larger
firebrands because smaller firebrands burn out before they reach
the ground at long distances. Aerodynamic drag and lift forces
induced by local winds are responsible for firebrand transport.
The maximum size of a lofting firebrand is determined by the
local vertical wind speed. In order to capture the most hazardous
firebrands in simulations, the initial firebrand size is assumed to
be the maximum loftable size, which is determined by the
upward wind at the initial firebrand location. The initial thickness for discs and the initial radius for cylinders are determined
as shown in Eqns 29 and 30.
hmax;disc ¼

1 ra
CN jU jðUz sin a þ Uz cos aÞ
2g rs

ð29Þ

rmax;cyl ¼

1 ra
CN jU jðUz sin a þ Uz cos aÞ
pg rs

ð30Þ

U is the absolute wind velocity (and is the same as W initially),
h is the thickness, r is the radius, r is density, CN is a normal drag
coefficient, a is the angle of attack and g is gravitational
acceleration. Subscript a is air, s is solid, x is horizontal direction
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Table 2. Summary of surface fire simulations with various firebrand models
Simulation with and without terminal
velocity approximation (TVA)

Number of
effective
firebrands

Average
initial
mass (g)

Average
travel
distance (m)

Average
flight
time (s)

Maximum
initial
mass (g)

Maximum
travel
distance (m)

Maximum
flight
time (s)

DISC_dh/dt with TVA (without TVA)
DISC_dr/dt with TVA (without TVA)
CYL_dh/dt with TVA (without TVA)
CYL_dr/dt with TVA (without TVA)

33 865 (34 621)
31 762 (32 667)
14 300 (15 783)
16 151 (14 580)

0.09 (0.09)
0.09 (0.09)
0.003 (0.003)
0.003 (0.003)

1.7 (6.4)
1.3 (6.60)
1.07 (1.79)
1.27 (7.4)

1.27 (1.84)
1.05 (1.80)
0.86 (7.30)
0.95 (1.77)

0.13 (0.08)
0.06 (0.14)
0.003 (0.002)
0.003 (0.003)

41.0 (50.8)
10.7 (227.80)
9.30 (82.30)
11.8 (26.4)

15.34 (7.34)
6.66 (26.36)
2.60 (9.58)
5.26 (3.30)

of the wind and z is the vertical direction. Another assumption
associated with simulating the largest-possible spot fire distance
is that the angle of attack is 908. This assumption allows the
maximum drag force on the firebrands and is the most stable
condition, as Tarifa observed in his wind-tunnel experiments
(Tarifa et al. 1965a). In reality, there would certainly be some
firebrands that would not have this attack angle; however,
smaller angles will result in smaller firebrands being launched.
The radius of a disc and the length of a cylinder are not involved
in the dynamic models of firebrands because both the gravity
force (volume) and the drag force (projected area) are proportional to the radius of a disc or the length of a cylinder. Thus,
theoretically, the drag is independent of these values. For the
simulations in this study, a fixed aspect ratio was chosen for
simplicity, i.e. aspect ratios were fixed as constants: 4.5 for the
radius-to-thickness ratio of discs and 6 for the length-to-radius
ratio of cylinders. These aspect ratios are based on a firebrand
from the Oakland Hills Conflagration (Koo et al. 2010) and
experimental studies by Tarifa et al. (1965a), Muraszew (1974),
Muraszew et al. (1975), Muraszew and Fedele (1976) and
Woycheese (2000, 2001).
Lower limits of initial firebrand sizes to be launched are set to
avoid modelling the trajectories of firebrands that will not be
effective spotting agents owing to their small size or short
transport distances. The cut-off values for thickness of disc
firebrands in this study are 1 mm for the surface fires and 5 mm
for the crown fires. The radius cut-off values for cylindrical
firebrands are 0.75 mm for the surface fires and 3.75 mm for the
crown fires. These cut-off values are set based on previous
studies that included the optimal firebrand size for maximum
travel distance (Koo et al. 2007; Koo 2008).
For the purposes of this work, the firebrands have five
outcomes: (1) landing within cells containing unburned and
unignited fuel; (2) landing on already burned (or burning)
cells; (3) staying in the air until the end of the simulation;
(4) hitting a boundary of the computational domain; or
(5) burning out completely before landing. Because the eventual fate of firebrands that are still aloft at the end of the
simulation or that cross the boundary of the computational
domain is not known, and firebrands landing in already
burning or burned fuels are not going to start new fires, only
the firebrands that land on unburned fuel are studied as having
the potential to be ‘effective’. For each potentially effective
firebrand, the initial size of the firebrand and travel distance,
as well as the launching and landing locations are recorded and
used to generate a variety of distributions for gross firebrand
behaviour investigations.

Surface fire simulations
The four models of firebrands with and without terminal
velocity approximations were compared in the context of
surface fire simulations. Disc and cylindrical models with
limiting cases of combustion models were tested. The inlet
boundary conditions are sheared-wind profiles using Ux ¼
6(z/2.26)1/7 (one-seventh power law with 6 m s1 at z ¼ 2.26 m
above the ground), where mid-flame height is assumed. Table 2
shows a summary of the results from eight surface fire simulations with various models and assumptions. The average initial
size of effective firebrands is almost the same with the different
models: 0.09-g disc with a thickness of 1.65 mm and 0.03-g
cylinder with a diameter of 1.64 mm. Note that the sizes of the
firebrands, which actually indicate the ability of the fire to loft
them, are small because these are surface fires. In surface fires,
the fuel bed is very close to the ground, and therefore there is not
enough space below the firebrands for the entrained wind to
accelerate and launch firebrands. As a result, the vertical
velocities at the location where the firebrands are to be launched
are fairly small (,4 m s1). However, the size of the launched
firebrands in these simulations are comparable with some types
of surface fuel, such as thin bark fragments (Ellis 2000, 2010) for
the disc model and pine needles for the cylindrical model.
As shown in Table 2, the models without the terminal
velocity assumption are found to travel further because removing the assumption allows the momentum of the firebrands to
increase their speed beyond the point where the winds slow
down. Note that with the terminal velocity approximation, the
horizontal velocity will always be equal to the wind at that
location because there is no horizontal body force. In reality and
without the terminal velocity approximation, firebrands can fly
faster than their immediate-surrounding winds if they carry
momentum from stronger winds that they were previously
exposed to. This is essentially the notion of a firebrand being
thrown by locally strong winds, whereas with the terminal
velocity approximation, firebrands cannot be thrown, because
it would be similar to throwing a piece of dust. The average
travel distances are 1.07 to 1.7 m with the terminal velocity
assumption and 6.4 to 7.4 m without the terminal velocity
assumption.
As described in the models section, the shape change of
firebrands due to combustion can affect their aerodynamics.
Combustion affects the trajectories of DISC_dh/dt and CYL_
dr/dt, not DISC_dr/dt and CYL_dh/dt. The combustion effects
made DISC_dh/dt and CYL_dr/dt travel farther with the terminal velocity assumption. However, the momentum of firebrands
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Fig. 7. Travel distance v. initial mass of various firebrand models in surface fire simulation with 6-m s1 wind at the mid-flame height: (a) DISC_dh/dt with
terminal velocity approximation (TVA); (b) DISC_dh/dt without TVA; (c) DISC_dr/dt with TVA; (d) DISC_dr/dt without TVA; (e) CYL_dh/dt with TVA;
( f ) CYL_dh/dt without TVA; (g) CYL_dr/dt with TVA; and (h) CYL_dr/dt without TVA.
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is much more significant than the combustion effect on trajectories. As DISC_dr/dt and CYL_dh/dt have a smaller burning
area, they have a longer lifetime, and it is also possible for them
to have greater travel distances. In the cases of DISC_dh/dt and
CYL_dr/dt, the firebrands tend to burn faster and burn out more
easily because the area burning is a more significant proportion
of the surface area, and so they have shorter travel distances.
Fig. 7 shows scatter plots of travel distance v. initial mass, in
which each dot represents an effective firebrand.
As shown in Fig. 7, eliminating the terminal velocity
assumption, which is more realistic with dynamic wind fields,
allows circumstances where firebrands can be carried farther.
Fig. 8 shows the launching and landing positions of 500 firebrands that travelled farthest for each model. The initial fireline
is at x ¼ 220 m and is 100 m long. Fig. 9 shows how the fireline
spreads over 40-s intervals (Fig. 9a at 40 s, Fig. 9b at 80 s, Fig. 9c
at 120 s and Fig. 9d at 160 s). As observed in wind-driven surface
fire experiments (Fons 1946; Anderson 1983), the fastest spread
in the axial direction occurs at the centre of the fireline, which
takes on a relatively symmetric crescent shape. Detailed discussions about the shape of the fireline in surface fires is
presented in Linn and Cunningham (2005).
The launching and landing locations of the firebrands with
longer travel distances are directly related to the buoyant plume
structure. It is observed in Fig. 8 that the firebrands having the
longest trajectories come from particular regions near the edges
and in the centre of the fireline. This trend is illustrated by the
fact that there is not an even distribution of grey circles in the
burned region and the streaks of launching and landing positions
in Fig. 8. The locations of concentrated firebrand launches
resulting in long trajectories in the interior of the fireline vary
from simulation to simulation. However, in each of the simulations, the combined buoyant force and vertical vortices that
occur near the ends of the fireline cause focal points for longtravelling firebrands. As the firelines progress and the shape of
the lines becomes more curved, the centre of the fireline, or the
apex of the curved fire shape, becomes a focal point for
launching firebrands that will travel long distances. These
regions of strong buoyant plume are shown in Fig. 9. Further
discussion on the effects of plume structure on firebrand
transport, which determines launching and landing positions
of long-distance firebrands, is presented in the canopy-fire
simulation section below.
Crown-fire simulations
The disc and cylindrical firebrand models were simulated in
the context of a fire burning in both canopy and surface fuels.
Firebrands are modelled without the terminal velocity assumption, because it has been shown that the terminal velocity
assumption is not valid with dynamic wind fields from
HIGRAD/FIRETEC simulations. The same wind-shear profile
used in the surface fuel simulations is used as a boundary
condition for the crown fire simulations; however, the drag
from the canopy modifies the wind profile during the simulation.
The effects of drag from the canopy on wind-shear profiles
when using HIGRAD/FIRETEC has been discussed in Pimont
et al. (2009). The wind speed at the boundary is ,9.3 m s1 at
50 m from the ground.
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Fig. 8. Launching positions (grey circles) and landing positions (black
crosses) of 500 firebrands with the furthest travel distance for various models
without terminal velocity assumption in surface fire simulations with a
6-m s1 wind at mid-flame height on the 640  320-m domain: (a) DISC_
dh/dt without TVA; (b) DISC_dr/dt without TVA; (c) CYL_dh/dt without
TVA; and (d ) CYL_dr/dt without TVA.

Table 3 shows a summary of the results from four firebrand
simulations with the crown fire scenario. Crown fires have
significantly greater potential to launch firebrands than surface
fires: stronger buoyant forces are induced by the fire in the
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Fig. 9. Top view of surface fire simulations with CYL_dr/dt models as the fire progresses. The first picture shows 40 s after ignition and time between each
frame is 40 s: (a) 40 s; (b) 80 s; (c) 120 s; and (d ) 160 s after ignition. Turquoise dots indicate where effective firebrands have landed.

Table 3. Summary of crown fire simulation with various firebrand models
Simulation with and without terminal
velocity approximation (TVA)
DISC_dh/dt, without TVA
DISC_dr/dt, without TVA
CYL_dh/dt, without TVA
CYL_dr/dt, without TVA

Number of
effective
firebrands

Average
initial
mass (g)

Average
travel
distance (m)

Average
flight
time (s)

Maximum
initial
mass (g)

Maximum
travel
distance (m)

Maximum
flight
time (s)

157 343
205 304
8335
4813

5.40 (6.32)
5.01 (6.20)
0.41 (4.15)
0.43 (4.21)

73.4
91.21
88.16
60.66

13.71
14.36
13.42
11.20

11.85 (8.03)
2.46 (5.05)
0.41 (4.16)
1.88 (6.93)

502.4
530.21
516.26
300.01

49.14
54.58
45.28
33.22

deeper fuel bed, and there is more space below the canopy for
winds to accelerate upward to the point where the brands are
launched. Thus, larger numbers of substantial-sized firebrands
are launched from crown fires and transported significant
distances. By comparing Table 2 and Table 3, it can be seen
that the discrepancy between the number of effective disc
firebrands and cylindrical firebrands is larger in the crown-fire
simulations than for the surface fire simulations. This is because
discs are more aerodynamically responsive to local winds than
cylinders owing to the disc’s larger drag, and the crown fires
have a stronger buoyant plume structure, which contains a wide
distribution of vertical velocities.
Note that the disc firebrands represent thin flat firebrands
such as those caused by bark flakes (Ellis 2000, 2010) or even
those produced by building materials, such as the example in
Fig. 1 originating from shake shingles in the Oakland Hills Fire.
The firebrands from grasses, twigs or needles can be assumed to
have cylindrical shapes, as observed in recent experiments
(Manzello et al. 2007). The combustion model that is the most
realistic for firebrands from forest fires, which would be broken

pieces of tree needles, twigs and branches, should be the radialdirection cylinder regression model (CYL_dr/dt). The high
numbers of effective disc firebrands with significant thicknesses
shown in Table 3 indicate that structures in WUI areas could be
sources of the more dangerous firebrands. The study of structure
fires as a firebrand source should be carried out together with a
study of structures as a recipient fuel for firebrands.
Fig. 10 shows travelled distance and initial mass of firebrands in the crown-fire simulations with scatter plots and
histograms. Note that the number of effective firebrands indicates the relative potential of firebrand transport for each case,
rather than the numbers of actual firebrands that could be
produced in each scenario. In the cases where combustion mass
loss does not affect the aerodynamics of firebrands, DISC_dr/dt
and CYL_dh/dt, the most probable travel distance is near zero
and the maximum travel distance occurs for brands with minimal mass. The limiting cases where combustion models affect
aerodynamics the most, DISC_dh/dt and CYL_dr/dt, have
maximum travel distances that are shorter than DISC_dr/dt
and CYL_dh/dt, but these maximum travel distances occur for
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Fig. 10. Travel distance v. initial mass of various firebrand models without terminal velocity assumption in canopy fire simulation:
DISC_dh/dt (a) scatter plot; (b) histogram of travel distance; and (c) histogram of initial mass; DISC_dr/dt (d ) scatter plot; (e) histogram
of travel distance; and ( f ) histogram of initial mass; CYL_dh/dt (g) scatter plot; (h) histogram of travel distance; and (i) histogram of
initial mass; CYL_dr/dt ( j) scatter plot; (k) histogram of travel distance; and (l ) histogram of initial mass.

firebrands of larger mass than the minimum. These trends are
caused by the increase in surface area/weight ratios that occur
simultaneously as the firebrands burn at a faster rate than the
DISC_dr/dt and CYL_dh/dt cases. The smallest firebrands in

DISC_dh/dt and CYL_dr/dt burn out before they land. This is
also related to the lower numbers of effective firebrands in
DISC_dh/dt and CYL_dr/dt than in DISC_dr/dt and CYL_dh/dt
in Table 3.
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Fig. 10. (Continued )

Fig. 11 shows scatter plots of launching and landing positions
of simulated effective firebrands in crown fires. Each dot
represents an effective firebrand in the simulations. As discussed for surface-fire simulations, plume structure determines
where dangerous firebrands are launched and land. As for

surface line fire behaviour, strong buoyant vortices develop at
the edge of the firelines in all of the simulations. For cylinder
simulations, most of the firebrands are launched at the edges,
with a few effective firebrands launched at the centre of the
fireline. During 170 s of simulated fire spread, the buoyant
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Fig. 11. Launching positions (grey dots in a, c, e and g) and landing positions (black dots in b, d, f and h) of firebrands in crown fire simulations
on the 640  320-m domain: DISC_dh/dt (a) launching positions; (b) landing positions; DISC_dr/dt (c) launching positions; (d ) landing
positions; CYL_dh/dt (e) launching positions; ( f ) landing positions; CYL_dr/dt (g) launching positions; (h) landing positions.

vortex aided by entrainment at the edge is stronger than at the
centre of the fireline. Thus, cylindrical firebrands, which are not
as aerodynamically effective as discs, are picked up at the edges
but infrequently in the centre. For disc firebrands, which are
more easily lofted, launch sites are more widely distributed
throughout the moving fire perimeter.
The buoyant updrafts in the interior of the crown fires include
stronger vertical winds above the canopy than those of surface

fuels, and so they are more effective at entraining disc firebrands
throughout the fireline. The disc firebrands, which are lofted
higher than cylinders, are trapped deeper within the large
buoyant plume and stay longer near the centreline of the plume.
For this reason, firebrands with longer travel distances primarily
land near the centreline of the domain, as shown in Fig. 12a.
Fig. 12 shows a scatter plot of travel distance v. y-direction
landing positions and a histogram of the y-direction launching
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important. For example, firebrands launched at the edge of the
fireline could move laterally, as shown in Fig. 11, to initiate or
assist the spread of flanking fires. Spotting near the edge of a
fireline could cause the escape of a prescribed burn or fire in
other wildfire management scenarios.
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Fig. 12. (a) Travel distance v. landing positions in the y direction:
firebrands that travelled further landed near the centreline of the fireline.
(b) Firebrand launching distributions in the y direction: the edges of the
fireline launched more firebrands.

positions from the DISC_dh/dt simulation. Though a higher
percentage of the firebrands is launched near the edges of the
fireline, as shown in Fig. 12b, those not trapped in the centre of
the plume tend to be ejected from the plume earlier in their
trajectory, and therefore do not travel as far. At the edges,
entrainment dilutes the hot gases with cooler air so buoyant
forces are damped, whereas hot gases are drawn towards the
centre of the fireline to form the most concentrated area of the
buoyant plume at the centre of the burning region. If discs are
trapped in the central area of the fireline, they can be carried
higher than in the vortices at the edges. Visualisations of plume
structure are shown in Fig. 13a at 40 s, Fig. 13b at 80 s, Fig. 13c
at 120 s and Fig. 13d at 160 s after ignition. At 120 s after
ignition, shown in Fig. 13c, the strong vertical structure at the
edges is already formed.
The study of plume structure is crucial for the prediction of
firebrand transport and the positions of potential spotting ignitions. The majority of previous studies of firebrand transport
focussed on maximum spot fire distance. However, information
about locations with a high probability of spot ignition is also

Firebrand transport is studied with various dynamics and combustion models of disc and cylindrical firebrands by modelling
their trajectories within a coupled-physics fire model, HIGRAD/
FIRETEC. Discs and cylinders are assumed to be representative
of a wide variety of actual firebrands, and models for these
shapes are explored. Based on previous studies and observations, the disc firebrand model is considered to be representative
of many firebrands from structures as well as some natural
vegetation sources, and cylinders are considered to represent
firebrands from twigs, needles and branches. A dynamics model
is described for each shape based on the balance between drag,
lift and gravitational forces during flight.
For these shapes of firebrands, the implications of the
terminal velocity approximation are studied in the context of
surface fires. Though the terminal velocity approximation was
suitable for simplified wind and plume models, it was found that
this assumption has significant effects on firebrand trajectories
when applied in the context of non-steady inhomogeneous
plumes such as those generated by coupled fire–atmosphere
models or real wildfires. The terminal velocity approximation
assumes that the firebrand’s velocity in the horizontal direction
immediately dampens to the velocity of the surrounding wind
field, and immediately decelerates in the vertical direction when
a firebrand leaves an area of rising air to move into the outside of
the plume where the vertical velocity of surrounding air is much
smaller. These two implications of the approximation have
significant effects when firebrands are travelling in very heterogeneous and transient conditions, and so are not believed to be
appropriate for complex physics–fire models. With the
dynamic wind fields of HIGRAD/FIRETEC, travel distances
simulated using models without the terminal velocity assumption are significantly greater than those obtained with this
approximation.
The dynamics models are also paired with combustion
models because the shape changes due to the combustion
process, defined as regression of mass, affect the firebrand’s
aerodynamic characteristics. Regression rates are obtained
from simple combustion analyses based on forced-convection
boundary-layer combustion for cylinders and discs. Two limiting cases of combustion models are developed for discs and
cylinders, axial regression and radial regression. Discs with
axial regression (DISC_dh/dt) and cylinders with radial regression (CYL_dr/dt) are studied as the cases where combustion has
the maximum effect on firebrand trajectories. However, discs
with radial regression (DISC_dr/dt) and cylinders with axial
regression (CYL_dh/dt) are the cases where combustion has no
effect on firebrand transport, except burnout effects that limit
the firebrand’s lifetime.
Firebrand trajectory simulations are performed with
HIGRAD/FIRETEC modelling a line fire burning in surface
fuels and canopy fuels. Eight models (combinations of two
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Fig. 13. Crown fire simulation with CYL_dr/dt with the view from behind as fire progress. The first picture shows 40 s after ignition and
time between each frame is 40 s: (a) 40 s; (b) 80 s; (c) 120 s; and (d ) 160 s. Dark blue dots indicate firebrands in flight and turquoise dots on the
ground indicate where effective firebrands have landed.

shapes, two regression directions, and with and without the
terminal velocity approximation) of firebrands are simulated
with surface fuels and four models (two shapes, two regression
directions) are simulated with canopy fuels. Only models
without the terminal velocity approximation are applied in the
crown-fire case because the terminal velocity assumption was
shown to be inappropriate even in the context of the weaker
surface-fire simulations. Larger-sized firebrands from canopy
fuels travel further than firebrands from surface fires. This is
related to the ability of the buoyant updraft to lift canopy fuels as
well as the fact that there is more fuel and the fires are more
intense. Discs travel further than cylinders, because discs have a
larger drag/weight ratio when their attack angle is assumed to be
908. Discs with axial mass regression and cylinders with radial
mass regression are more mobile owing to their increased
surface area per weight ratio as they fly, but they have shorter
lifetimes owing to their larger burning area. Thus, discs with
radial regression travel furthest. Plume structure decides
launching and landing positions for firebrands that travel
further. In the surface-fire cases studied, line fires on flat terrain,
most of the firebrands that travelled the farthest were launched at
the edges or centre of the fireline, where the buoyant force is
stronger. In the crown-fire cases, the edges of the fireline are
able to lift larger firebrands, but the centre is able to transport
firebrands further.
There are several critical environmental factors that are
expected to couple with fireline behaviour and plume structure
to have a significant effect on firebrand transport. The topography of the fire site is crucial, because it determines the shape of

firelines, direction of fire spread, entrainment of air, focus of the
updraft, natural wind separation (such as occurs on the lee side
of a ridge), or natural impingement of a plume on a hillside (Linn
et al. 2010). Firebrands from moving fires with non-steady
winds (Albini 1982) tend to be retained in the convective
column and released during pulses of lower fire intensity, often
referred as downdraft, such that a travelling fire may only
release firebrands sporadically. Fuel structure is another factor.
In addition to the fact that the type of fuel determines the type of
firebrands and intensity of the original fire as discussed earlier,
the entrainment flow though the fuel bed is strongly affected by
its structure. This entrainment directly affects the strength of the
vertical velocity at the locations where firebrands are launched
(Linn et al. 2005). Heterogeneity of fuel and the structure of
mixed fuel types could play an important role in determining the
entrainment, updraft and flame and plume structures and therefore the firebrand transport. Simulations of HIGRAD/FIRETEC
with fuel breaks (Pimont et al. 2009) demonstrated that the
entrainment flow from the fuel break side was enhanced when
the fireline hit the fuel break owing to a decrease in drag. The
enhanced entrainment can loft more firebrands, which coincides
with the field experiments and observations: a fire that reaches a
fuel break often releases a shower of firebrands (Gould et al.
2009). In addition to local geophysical factors, atmospheric
conditions are critical for the long-range firebrands that reached
more than 100 m above the canopy in this study, and sometimes
reach over a few kilometres in large conflagrations (Wilson
1962). The plume structure at these altitudes is strongly dependent on the atmospheric events in the planetary boundary layers,
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such as the föhn wind (Millán et al. 1998), localised sea breezes
(Cunningham 2007; Hanley et al 2012), upper- and low-level
jets (Schaefer 1957; Sharples 2009) and the stability of the
boundary layer. These larger-scale phenomena should be studied and incorporated into wildfire research as a factor in plume
structure and firebrand transport in large-scale fires. These other
environmental factors will be the subject of future work.
Nomenclature
Ac, cross-sectional (projected) area
B, Spalding’s mass transfer number, see Eqn 17
CD, drag coefficient
CL, lift coefficient
CN, normal pressure coefficient
CYL_dh/dt, cylinder with axial regression firebrand model
CYL_dr/dt, cylinder with radial regression firebrand model
DISC_dh/dt, disc with axial regression firebrand model
DISC_dr/dt, disc with radial regression firebrand model
F, force
f (0), dimensionless stream function
g, acceleration due to gravity
h, thickness of disc or length of cylinder
hw, the specific enthalpy at the fuel surface
L, effective latent heat of pyrolysis
Le, Lewis number
M, molecular weight
m, mass
Pr, Prandtl number
Q, energy released by combustion of nf moles of fuel
r, radius or radial coordinate
Re, Reynolds number
s, stoichiometric ratio, (nfMf)/(nOMO)
U, wind velocity with respect to the ground (absolute velocity)
V, velocity of firebrand with respect to the ground (absolute
velocity)
V, volume
W, relative wind velocity with respect to the firebrand
x, y, normal coordinates in the horizontal plane
x0 , y0 , principal directions of relative wind in the horizontal
plane
Y, mass fraction
z, vertical direction
Greek
a, angle of attack or thermal diffusivity
b, angle between the relative wind velocity and the static
reference horizontal x-axis
g, mass consumption number, see Eqn 18
r, density
n, kinematic viscosity or stoichiometric coefficient
Subscripts
908, 908 of the angle of attack
a, air
cyl, cylinder
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disc, disc
D, drag
f, fuel
g, gravity
L, lift
O, oxygen
o, initial value
s, firebrand (solid)
t, transferred gas
w, fuel surface
z, vertical
1, ambient
Superscripts
o, previous time step
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